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We investigate perturbations f the form H(z) + zV(z) and the behavior of 
isolated and embedded eigenvalues A,of finite multiplicity of IS,, = H(O), 
assuming analytic ontinuability of certain factorized resolvents. Spectral, 
concentration and conditions of instability are given in terms of virtual poles. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let $j be a Hilbert space, H,, aself-adjoint operator in$, A, # 0 
an eigenvalue of H, of finite multiplicity. Le  I’,, bethe eigenprojector 
of A, and 
dimP, = m < 03. (1) 
In this paper perturbations of I&, are investigated of the form 
wf) = w4 + zq4, ZEGCC. (2) 
Let G be of the type 
G = 
I 
GI = {z: 0-=c Iz I d I, 1 arg zI G ~1, 
Go ‘= {x: 0< ) z 1 < r}, r > 0, gJ > 0. 
Let H(x) be a self-adjoint holomorphic family inG (in the sense of 
Kato [15, pp. 366 f., 385 f.]) and let V(x) be bounded-holomorphic 
and self-adjoint in G (note that H(z) and V(z) are self-adjoint for 
real zonly). 
The point x = 0 is a boundary point of G. With respect tothe 
behavior fH(x) and V(z) near the boundary point z = 0, we assume 
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CONDITION 1. There xists a hE p(H,) such that hE p(H(x)) for all 
z E G with 1 x j sufficiently sma land 
, ,sup 11(X - H(z))-lx - (A - &)-lx [j + 0, P - 0, (3) z -o,.z~G 
holds for all xE fi. 
That is, we assume strong resolvent convergence (inthe sense of 
Kato [15, p. 4291) of H(z) f or z ---t 0 uniformly for arg x, with the 
limit H, . 
Let V(x) be factorized in the form V(z) = B(a)* A(z). We assume 
CONDITION 2. Let A(x), B(z) be b ounded-holomorphic in G. 
There xist bounded operators A, ,B, with V, = &,*A, = V,,* # 0 
such that 
,z,~y~cG II 44 - 4 II + 0, SUP II&4 - hII + 0, P-f 0, 
[zI=~),zeG 
hoid. 
Remark In the case G = G, from (3) and the well-known 
“theorem of Riemann” (see [17, p. 321, we obtain (A - H(z))-% is 
holomorphic at z = 0 for all xE &, that is, (A - H(x))-l isbounded- 
holomorphic atz = 0 with the value (A - H&l, that is, H(z) is 
holomorphic at.a = 0 with H(0) = H,, .Further, from Condition 
2 we obtain in this case; A(z), B(z), and V(x) are bounded-holo- 
morphic at z = 0 with A(0) = A,, B(0) = B, , V(0) = V, . That 
is, in this case we have a holomorphicperturbation T(x) of T(0) = H, . 
Let z = 0 be a point of G in this case. 
In the other case G = G, we have an asymptotic perturbation 
T(z) of T(O) = H, in the sense of strong resolvent convergence for
x---t 0 uniformly for arg z, that is, 
sup //(A - T(x))-%  (A - H&lx 11 + 0, p - 0, XESj. 
IZl=p,ZEG 
We investigate the behavior fA, under the perturbation T(z) and 
under certain restrictions. We assume 
CONDITION 3. (i) Let P(z) be a bounded-holomorphic and 
selfadjoint projector-function in G (self-adjoint f r eal zonly) with 
,z,~y~EG II P(z) - PO II - 07 p - 0. (4) 
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(ii) Let P(x) be a reducing projector fH(z) for all z E G, 
that is, 
P(z)(X - H(z))-’ = (A - H(z))-‘P(z), {A, 4 EP(JW)) x G. 
Remark. In the case G = G,, from (4) follows: P(z) is bounded- 
holomorphic atz = 0 with P(0) = P,, .
In both cases from (4) and (1) we obtain dim P(z) s m, z E G. 
Let E > 0. The spectral measure of H(E) is denoted by P,(d) and 
the orthogonal projector on s${P,(d)x, x EIma V(E), A C lR1 Bore1 set} 
by S(E). We have V(E) = V(E) S(E) = S(E) V(E), S(E) H(E) C H(r) S(E) 
and we assume 
CONDITION 4. Let S(E) = 1, E > 0, E E G u (0). 
In order to investigate th spectrum of T(z) in the neighborhood 
of A, , at first we consider the factorized r solvent 
!P(A, z)= &)(A - T(z))-lB(q*, (5) 
and investigate th function-theoretic b havior of !?(A, z)as a function 
of {A, z>. There is an algebraic connection between Y(X, z) and the 
factorized resolvent 
A@, z) = A(z)(h - H(z))-VI(%)*. (6) 
Because of Condition 3 the function A has a resolution 
where 
R(X, x) = A(z) P(z)(h - H(z))-l P(z) B(z)*, 
@(A, z) = A(z) Q(z)@ - H(x))-’ Q(z) B(a)*, Q(z) = 1 - P(z). 
(7) 
Let E > 0. Then we have two branches for @(A, a), @+(A, E) for 
Im h > 0 and @,_(A, E)for Im X < 0 (it is possible, that @+ and @- 
define aunique analytic function). With regard to 
@(A, 0) = &Q,(X - %)-lQ&,* (Qo = 1 - J’o>, 
we have the branches @+(A, 0), Im h > 0 and @-(A, 0), Im h < 0. 
Because of Condition 1we have 
,,if;~,ciI @(A,+- @(~,o)xIl-o, p-0; XE$~, X~p(f(,)n A,, (8) 
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where A, denotes the region of boundedness for H(x) (see [15, p. 427]), 
and the convergence is uniform with respect o compact subsets 
of fml) n 4 - 
We assume an analytic continuability of @,(A, x) in a neighborhood 
of A, and a definite b havior of convergence for z---f 0.We put 
u = {A: 1 h - A, j < Q), r1 > 0. 
CONDITION 5. (i) There exists an ri > 0 such that @+(A, z) 
and @,_(A, z)are analytically continuable in U x G. (ii) Let @*(A, z) 
be strongly convergent for x --+ 0, uniformly for X E U and arg x, 
that is 
where the strong limit of @,(A, z) in U is denoted by @,(A, 0) in 
accordance with (8). 
Remark. @+(A, 0) is holomorphic for h E U. We have 
sup /I @*(A, x)11 = K-c < co. 
AEll,ZCG 
From Conditions l-5 we obtain some properties on the spectrum 
of H(E)/Q(E)& inth e neighborhood fA,, .Proofs are omitted. 
LEMMA 1. The equation @+(A, 0) = CD-(X, 0), h E U, holds if and 
only if h, E p(H,iQ&), that is, /I, is an isolated point of the spectrum 
of 4. 
LEMMA 2. Let G = G, and @+(A, 0) E @,_(A, 0), X E If. Then 
@+(A, z) G @-(A, z) for all {A, z} E U x Go . 
Remark. In the case G = G, , it is possible that @+(A, 0) = @-(A, 0) 
but @+(A, z) + @-(A, z), z E G, . This is in accordance with the 
possibility that a sudden expansion of the spectrum ay take place, 
if we switch on the perturbation H(z) of H, . 
LEMMA 3. Let E >, 0 and @+(A, l )+ @-(A, E), X E U. Then the 
interval [A, - r 1 , A, + r,] belongs tothe spectrum ofH(E)/Q(E)$, being 
absolutely continuous on [A, - ri , A, + ri]. 
Remark. Let G = G, and @+(A, E) + @-(A, c) for some E > 0. 
Then according to Lemma 2 we have @+(A, 0) + @-(A, 0), that is, 
PO - Yl 2 4 + rr] belongs to the spectrum of H,!Q&, being absolutely 
continuous onthis interval. 
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Hence, h, is an embedded eigenvalue, embedded in the absolutely 
continuous spectrum. 
CONDITION 6. Let @+(h, x) + @-(A, z), {X, z> E U x G. 
This condition excludes for G = G,, the trivial c se of an analytic 
perturbation of a isolated eigenvalue of finite multiplicity. 
The case G = G,, deals with analytic perturbations of an embedded 
eigenvalue h, . 
The case G = G, deals with asymptotic perturbations, wherethe 
eigenvalue X, may be isolated. 
In both cases 4 may be unstable. 
Perturbations of unstable isolated (and embedded) eigenvalues of 
finite multiplicity are considered in previous papers of Friedrichs and
Rejto [l], Howland [2-61, and Baumgartel [7-9-J. Friedrichs andRejto 
consider a one-dimensional u perturbed operator H,, Howland [2] 
studies a finite-dimensional H,, .In [7] the unperturbed operator H,, is 
nuclear, HoE y1 , and in [S] H, E y7 , where r > 1, is allowed. In
these papers, the method of virtual poles with afactorization tech ique 
and assumptions  analytic continuation were used. 
Simple xamples, e.g., those of Titchmarsh [ll], suggest the 
development ofthe method of virtual poles for asymptotic (and 
analytic) perturbations of H,, where an absolutely continuous spec- 
trum of H,, is present. For embedded eigenvalues andanalytic per- 
turbations, see [46; 91. 
This paper deals with ageneral case, where an isolated eigenvalue 
and an asymptotic perturbation is allowed. The basic idea of the 
“ansatz” (2) for the perturbation T(z) is to split upthe perturbation 
into two steps, a stability stepH, -+ H(z), where X, is table, butwhich 
simultaneously causes the embedding of the perturbed igenvalues 
in the absolutely continuous spectrum of H(z). The second step 
H(x) -+ T(z) causes the instability of theperturbed eigenvalues. 
A perturbation, f rmally similar toour model, was introduced by 
Howland [3]. He considered a perturbation of the form T, + V, , 
E 3 0, where the isolated eigenvalue X, of T,, + V,, is not an eigen- 
value of TO . This assumption implies V,, # 0, that is, T, + V, is 
not a two-step perturbation of T,, .
The results of the present paper can be summarized asfollows 
(i) The function Y& z) is meromorphic n U x G, where the 
singularities of U, can be described y the roots of 
WW(4 - [H(z) P(z) + ,dW) B(z)*(l - A%(& z))-lA(z) P(z)]}/P(z)&), 
the so-called “virtual poles.” 
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(ii) Using the virtual poles, we formulate propositions on 
instability and spectral concentration w threspect toh, . 
(iii) The independence of the virtual poles of the special kind 
of factorization, if theFriedrichs ondition Q(z) V(z) Q(x) = 0 is 
satisfied, an  the equality of virtual poles and resonances (singularities 
of the partial resolvent P(z)(h - T(z))-l P(z)) are shown in this case. 
Further, an example is given (see [l 11). A first paper in this direction 
is [lo]. In the case G = G, the results are contained in[9]; they 
generalize results of Howland [5], which deal with the case 
H(x) = Ha , but without discussion about “stability” of the virtual 
poles and equality with the resonances (in[5] there is another termino- 
l%Y 1. 
2. THE OPERATOR-FUNCTION Y&,x) AND THE VIRTUAL POLES 
In the following the Conditions l-6 are assumed. The operator 
H(x) P(z), zE G, is bounded and 
,2,yG II f-44 J’(z) - Hd’o II - 0, p - 0, 
is valid. Hence, the igenvalue A, ofHOP0 is table under the perturbation 
H(z) P(z). We put U(z) = P(z) P,, + Q(z)Qs ,z E G. Choosing G 
“sufficiently sma l,” we have: U(z) is bounded-holomorphic in G,
suPl*l=P.zEG II w4 - 1 II -+ 0, P + 0, U(z)-l is bounded-holomorphic 
in G and P(z) = U(z) POU(z)-I, z EG. We put 
Then 
and 
C(z) = U(z)-lH(z) P(z) u (z). 
C(z)P, = PoC(z) = C(z) 
that is, y&4, z) is a polynomial with respect toX of degree m with 
coefficients holomorphic nG. We have r&h, z) ---+ (X- ha)” for 
z + 0, z E G, uniformly inarg z. The spectrum of H(z)/P(z)fi 
consists of the roots of ~,,(h, x) = 0. Further we have (see (7)) 
where G(h, z) is holomorphic in U x G. We put 
II, = {A: a,( 1 x - A, j .< p> with O<a<fi<lX,l. 
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Choosing G sufficiently small, we obtain: R(A, x) is holomorphic 
in U,, x G and 
where R(h, 0) = .&P&,*/(X - A,). 
Because of Condition 5 the function d(h, x)(see (6)) is analytically 
continuable into U x G, and we put 
&(k 2) = q4 4 + @&, 4, {A, z} E U x G. 
A&, z) is meromorphic nU x G; holomorphic, f r&h, z) # 0. 
We have 
where A,(& 0) = A,(h - H&l B,* = A,P,&*/(h - A,) + @*(A, 0), 
Imh20. 
The function Y(h, z)(see (5)) can be expressed algebraically by A, 
as follows 
Y*(X, 2) = z-l{( 1 - z A*@, x))-’ - l}, z E G, 
= &(h O), 2 = 0. 
Therefore, w  obtain an analytic continuation of Y into U x G, 
which is discussed in the following. Choosing G sufficiently small, 
we have Y,(A, x) is holomorphic in U, x G. Furthermore, 
Now we determine the singularities of !P,(X, z). We put r,(h, x) = 
(1 - x@&, z))-’ = 1 + zp&, x). Choosing G sufficiently small, 
r+(A 4 and p*<4 ) z are holomorphic in U x G and we have 
;;; ,,,~yf& II r*(h 4 - 1 II - 0, p --+ 0. 
We obtain 
(1 - z A*@, z))-’ = T*(h, s)(l - d?(h, z) rip, z))-’ 
and 
Y*(h, z) = -2-l + (2-l + F*)(l - .+A, z) P*(h, z))-‘. (9) 
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The operator R.F, is an m-dimensional one. Therefore, det( 1- xRr,) 
exists and by calculation we easily obtain 
where 
det(l - xRr,t) = (~~(4 4)-ly& 4, w-3 
r44 4 = det@W - [f+) P(z) + zP(z) B(@*r& 2) 4~) P(~)])/f’(z)s3) 
r,(h, z) is holomorphic nU x G. Furthermore, 
uniformly for arg z and h E U. 
THEOREM 1. The function P+(A, z) = y,(A, z) Y&A, z) is holo- 
morphic nU x G. 
Proof. Because of (9) and (lo), P&h, x) is holomorphic at the 
point {A, z> if y&A, z) # 0 and r-+(h, z)# 0. According to Krein 
[ 14, p. 1291 we have the estimation 
where /lj(RI’,) denotes the so-called s-numbers of Rr, . This operator 
is m-dimensional, so we have m s-numbers. 
(9 Let Y& y zr) # 0. In this case from (12) the boundedness 
of /I PJh, z)li n the neighborhood of {hi , zi} follows immediately. 
Hence, according to the “theorem of Riemann” P,(A, z) is holo- 
morphic at {A1 ,z,}. 
(ii) Let yo(hi ,xl) = 0, but {A, z,> not a splitting point of the 
perturbation H(z)( see [16, p. 931). By U(X,), %(zi) we denote neigh- 
borhoods of X, and zi . Let {X, z> E U(h,) x 2J(z,) and ro(X, z) # 0. 
According to Krein [14, p. 1211, first we have 
J=(4@ - f+))WW = P,@)l(h - &(4) +Q&4 SC4 Q&4 
where PI(z) + Qi(z) = P(z), PI(z) holomorphic at z = z1 , h,(x) 
holomorphic atz = zi , h,(q) = h, , S(X, z) holomorphic at{Xi , zi). 
Let dim PI(x) = m, . Further let 5?? be a smooth curve in G, joining 
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z1 to a point pi > 0 and consisting of simple points only (see [16, 
p. 871). Then Pr( ) z is h 1 o omorphic on V, PI(q) being an orthogonal 
projector. According toKato [15, p. 99 f.] there is an operator- 
function V(z), holomorphic on %, V(x)-l holomorphic on %‘, with 
PI(z) = V(x) Pr(,i) V(z)-l, P(z) = V(x) P(ei) V(z)-i. Then 
P(z)(X - H(z))-lP(z) = V(z) P(,l) V(z)-l(h - H(z))-lV(z) P($) V(z)-1 
and 
Now we have with Qr(~r) = P(q) - Pi(q), 
P(cl) v(z)-yh - H(x))-lV(z) P Q
= Pd4l(h - h(4) + Ql(4 W)-W 4 W) Qd4 (13) 
Qr(~i) V(z)-l S(h, z) V(z) Qi(q) being holomorphic at{Xi ,q}. The 
first m,s-numbers of(13) are l/l h- X,(z)/, while the other s-numbers 
&(k 4 of (13) are continuous at {h, zi}. 
Setting y,,(X, z) = (h - h,(~))~l ?,,(A, z) with &(X, zi) # 0, we 
obtain 
II Yi(l - zRr*)-l IId I$% I(I x- W>l + I x I w1 JJ (1 + I x I $(h z)), 
i 
(14) 
where K is a constant. The right side of (14) is bounded 
in U(h,) x 23(z,). According to the “theorem of Riemann” 
y,(l - zH’+)-~; hence, P* is holomorphic at {Ai ,zi>. 
(iii) Now P+ is holomorphic nU x G, where exceptional 
points are the splitting points only. The splitting points are isolated 
in U x G; hence, the singularity at a splitting point is removable (see, 
for example, [17, p. 341) and P* is holomorphic in 2l x G. Theorem 1
is proved. 
Remark. In the case G = G, the function P* is holomorphic in 
U x G, where z = 0 is included (see [9]). 
In order to determine the singularities of Y, in U x G, we inves- 
tigate he function r*(h, z). Choosing G sufficiently sma l, from (11) 
we obtain 
LEMMA 4. Let ,z EG. Then the equation y&l, z) = 0 has exactly m 
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roots /+f(X),..., pm*(x) in U, where the multiplicities are taken into 
account. The roots &(x) are locally algebroidal and continuous in G, 
and we have 
kl*c4 - 4 P x + 0, p = l,..., m, 
uniformly for arg z, 
P,+(4 = PP-m p = l,..., n, 
inxzrticular Pi+ = E.L~-(E), E>O 
Im ~~~(4 < 0, E > 0. 
The roots am* of y* = 0 are called virtual poles. We set 
X&(4 4 = fi (A - &*(4), .ZEG. 
o=l 
x* is a polynomial of degree m in X with coefficients which are holo- 
morphic in G and have continuous limits for z + 0. Now we assume 
CONDITION 7. The polynomials y0 and x* have no common 
divisor, that is the equations r,,(h, z) = 0 and y*((x, a) = 0 do not 
have a common function-element X(z) in G as a solution. 
This condition means that the eigenvalue functions of H(z)/P(z)$ 
in the neighborhood of A, are different from the virtual pole functions. 
If Condition 7 is satisfied, then for fixed z E G the functions rs(h, .z) 
and ~+(h, z) cannot have a common root with respect to A, where the 
exceptional points z form an isolated set in G, with z = 0 its only 
possible accumulation point (see, for example, [16, p. 3621) and we 
have 
THEOREM 2. The function Y.Jh, z) is meromorphic in U x G and 
the point {h, z> is singular ;f and only if r,(h, z) = 0. 
Let xi = &, 7r2,i be the resolution of x* into irreducible poly- 
nomials, gm,,$ = gi . The polynomial 7~*,$ defines on G a unique 
Riemann surface with gi branches. We distinguish between “simple 
points” and “multiple points” in G(z,, is simple, if &=, T+,~ has 
simple roots only; in the other case z,, is multiple). The set A of 
multiple points is isolated in G with the only possible accumulation 
point z = 0. If x E G - A, then all function-elements p&(z),..., 
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p&(x) of ?T*,i = 0, i = l,...) I, are holomorphic with mutually 
different values at z (see, for example, [16, p. 86 f.]). Now the resolu- 
tion of ul, in partial fractions ha the following form 
+~(h,x), l<&<ai, ZEG---A, 
(15) 
where A&z),j = I,..., gi , are branches ofa unique analytic function, 
which are holomorphic at simple points and algebroidal-meromorphic 
at multiple points. H(h, z) is holomorphic in U x G. 
Now we define a set B C G - A. Let x,, EB, if there xists a pair 
(i, j) such that A&X,,) = 0 for K = 1, 2,..., /J that is, if &(x,,) is 
not a pole of YJX, x0) as a function fA. B is isolated in G with the 
only possible accumulation p int z = 0. We put C = A v B and 
obtain 
COROLLARY 1. There is a set C in G, with x = 0 its only possible 
accumulation p int, such that for ewery 2: E G - C, all virtual poles 
/-b”(x), p = L..., m  are poles of Y&(X, z) as a function fA. 
3. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF THE VIRTUAL POLES 
In this ection weformulate some spectral properties of the virtual 
poles, which follow from the function-theoretic structure of Y,(h, 2). 
Let 6 > 0 and E E G - C. In this case the real virtual poles are 
exactly the eigenvalues of T(r) in the neighborhood f A, , that is, 
we obtain propositions on stability or instability of A, with respect to
the perturbation H,, -+T(E) by the virtual poles. 
THEOREM 3. Let {[, E} E U x G, 4 real, E > 0, E E G - C. Then 
(i) y+(.$, c) = 0 if and only if r-(g, E) = 0. 
(ii) If y+(g, E) = 0, then .$ is a simple pole of Y&i, E). 
(iii) 4 is an eigenaalue of T(E) if and only if y+(g, 6) = 0. 
(iv) In the case (iii) we denote by Qr the eigenprojector of 5 with 
respect toT(E). Then dim Qs = v(g, y+), where vdenotes the multiplicity 
of g with respect o yi . Furthermore C, = A(E) Q,B(c)* and 
dim Ima C, = dim Q2, where C, denotes the (common) residuum of 
the pole g with respect toY+ . 
Theorem 3was formulated an proved in special and in other cases 
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earlier (first by Howland [2-51; see also [7-g]). The proof uses (15) 
and Corollary 1. 
The second spectral property refers to a proposition on spectral 
concentration with respect to the spectrum of T(E) in the neighborhood 
of A, . This proposition depends essentially on the virtual poles and is 
valid in all cases, independent of total or partial stability or instability 
of A0 . 
THEOREM 4. Let E > 0, E E G - C und Pi+ = X,(E) - iy,,(~), 
YP(E) 2 0, P = l,..., m. Let h,(e) >, 0, a,(~) = o(l), yD(e) = o@(4), 
E -+ 0. If we set d, = UT=, (q(c) - ap(e), x0(c) + &(E)), then 
Q,(d,) -tS I’,, , E -+ 0, where QE(d) denotes the spectral measure of T(E). 
Theorem 4 was formulated and proved in special and in other 
cases (first by Howland [2-51; see also [7-g]). The proof idea goes back 
to Howland [3]. 
In the case “A0 is an isolated eigenvalue of HO” this model describes 
spectral concentration near A, by virtual poles independent of the 
nature of the part o(H,,) - [A, - y1 , A, + r,] of the spectrum of H,, . 
4. THE FRIEDRICHS CONDITION 
In this section, in addition we assume that the so-called Friedrichs 
condition 
IQ@) J+)Q@) = 0, ZE G, (16) 
is satisfied. In this case we obtain simplifications and additional 
results. From (16) we obtain 
@*(A, 2)” SE 0 and r*(h, z) = 1 + z@*(h, z); 
hence, 
y+(4 2) = det({W) - [P(2) T(z) P(z) 
+ z2w w)*@&(A, 4 44 qallq~)sj)* 
We have 
PB*@*AP = PV-Q(;\ - H(z))-lQVP, if {A, z} E @(a)) x G. 
Let R;(h, z) = @)(A - T(z))-l P(z) be th e so-called partial resolvent 
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(see, for example, [12]). Because of (16) we obtain 17,(h, z) = 
(H+(A, a)/P(x)fi)-r P(x), where H,(h, z) = M’(z) - W,(X, z) and 
W&t z) = P(z) T(z) P(z) + zzJ’(4 W) Q(W - WWQ(4 W9 W, 
$4 ~4 E PVW) x G. 
Hence r*(h, x) = det{(hP(z) - W,(X, x))/P(z)$) and we obtain 
THEOREM 5. If (16) is satis$ed, then II&(X, z) is meromorphic n
U x G, fl, = 4/y,, where A, is holomorphic in U x G. {A, .z> is a 
singular point for II* if and only if y+(X, z) = 0 holds, that is the 
singularities of l7,are equal to the virtual poles. 
The singularities of 17,(A, 2)are called resonances. From Theorem 5 
we obtain 
COROLLARY 2. If (16) is satis$ed, then the virtual poles are inde- 
pendent of the kind of factorization. 
This result isconnected with a question fSimon [13, p. 2501 about 
poles of continuations of resolvent matrix elements, associated 
intrinsically to the operator. Further, we have 
COROLLARY 3. If (A, z> E (p(H(x)) n U) x G, then h is an ezgen- 
value of T(z) if and onZy if y+(X, z) = 0 holds (f sign according to
which branch the point {A, z} belongs to). 
For the question finterpretation of the virtual poles as eigenvalues, 
see [6], also [13]. 
Remark. Friedrichs’ condition isformally not a strong restriction. 
If (16) is not satisfied, we set 
fib) = fW + @‘(4 W 34 + Q@) W4QW, 
%> = f’(4 J’C4 SC4 + Q(z) J’W J’W 
Then T(z) = n(x) + xP(x), P( z is reducing for A(x), A(O) = H(O), ) 
and for P(z) (16) is satisfied. 
5. TOTAL SPLITTING 
In this ection we consider a case of total splitting. Letbe H(x)f = 
Z&f + zH,f, fE g = g(H,) n @H,), 9 a core of H, (then according 
to Kato [15, p. 4401, from ~(27,) n A, # 0, Condition 1 follows). 
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Further let P(z) = P, + zP1 + o(z), x -+ 0, z E G, uniformly for 
arg a, with respect tothe operator norm, and P(z) 8 C 9 for 
x E G U {0), P,$j C9. Then 
&(h, z) = UF(HP + zPB*r+AP)U 
= W@ + 4~oKPo + PJ~O) + ow, z --+ 0, 
uniformly for hE % and arg z. We obtain 
r+(h 4 = detW’, - @& 4)/P&) 
= W[O - 4,) PO - zpo(Hl + v,J PO - 4W’&). (17) 
We set z-‘( m*(X, z) - h,P,,) = &(A, x). Hence, 
&(h 4 = Po(H, + v&‘o + o( 11, 2 -+ 0, 
uniformly for X E U and arg x. &(A, z) is holomorphic in U x G. 
Now we assume 
CONDITION 8 (Total Splitting). Theoperator P&H, + V,) P,,,lP& 
has exactly m mutually different eigenvalues a1 , 01~ ,... ol, .
Then P,(& + v,) PO = CL, sQ, , ICE1 Q,, = PO , where Qp is 
the eigenprojector of 01~ with respect toP,,(H, + V,) P,, .Further- 
more, &(A, z) = CL1 ~*(h 4 &p*(h 4, Xzl &p*(h 4 = PO, where 
~l,*(X,z) are the perturbed eigenvalues and Qp+(h, z)the corresponding 
eigenprojectors. We have ol,*(h, z) -+01~ , if z -+ 0, uniformly for 
X E U and arg x. The eigenvalues LX~*(X, 2) and the eigenprojectors 
&,*(A, x)are holomorphic in U x G. 
For the calculation of the virtual poles from (17) we obtain the 
equation 
A = A, + m,*(h, z), p = l,..., m  WI 
Choosing G sufficiently small, Eq. (18) has exactly one root in U. 
This virtual pole we denote by p,,*(z). Then 
In this case there are no multiple points inthe neighborhood f z= 0. 
We do not calculate th coefficient of zz2 for the virtual pole p,,*(z). 
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In the case G = G, in general this coefficient s nonreal (see, for 
example, [5, 91). In the case G = G, this coefficient s real, if
@+(A, 0) = @-(A, O), 
that is, if A,, is isolated. If &,is embedded in this case, the coefficient 
may be nonreal. 
5. A SPECIAL CASE AND AN EXAMPLE 
In order to demonstrate some of the results by a simple example, 
we consider a special case: 
Let P(z)=P,,= (.,~‘o)~O,(j’pO(( = 1, V Z)= V, and V,f= 
(.L vo) 0+ (f, 4 v. , II ZJ II = 1, (0, vo) = 0. Further, let 
PlJq~)Po = P&PrJ = &PO, 
but let QoH(z)Qo be nonconstant. In this case we obtain mmediately 
y&l, z) = X - A0 - S((h - H(z))-*w, a), {A, z> E p(H(z)) x G. (19) 
Let &, be an isolated eigenvalue of Ho . Then ((h - Ho)-’ V, V) is 
holomorphic at h = ho and the value of this resolvent ma rix element 
is real. The matrix elements R,(h, E, V) = ((X - H(E))-’ TJ, v), 
Im /\ 2 0, l > 0 are holomorphic in U and we have for eal h 
R+(h, r,a) = R-(A,E,o); (244(R-(h,r, w) - R+(A, Ew)) = (P&qw, v)/dh 
Hence, Im R-(h, E, V) = n(P,(dh) er, o)/dX. This function is holo- 
morphic in U and not equal to zero, if vis suitably chosen. 
If for a22 hE [& - Tl ,x, + YJ, (P&a) a, u)/dA > 0 is satisJed, 
then the virtual pole X(E) (root of (19)) is necessarily nonreal. For in the 
other case we obtain ImR+(h, 4, ZJ) = Im e-2(X - ho) = 0. 
We give an example for this ituation (see [IO]): Let Q,sj =
L2(0, GO) and H,/Q,$ be the differential operator -f fl with boundary 
condition f(0) = 0. This operator isabsolutely continuous, where 
o(Ho/QoJj) = a,,(NolQo~) = [0, co). Let H,/Q,Jj bethe operator f
multiplication with the function --x. Then 
W4IQozos3 = (Ho + &Y&o5 
is the unique self-adjoint extension fthe differential operator 
-f “(4 - cvf (x) with boundary condition f (0) = 0. For E > 0 this 
580/22/3-2 
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operator isabsolutely continuous and we have o(H(E)/Q&) = 
%cv-w~o~~ = (- co, co). Let A,, < 0. Then A, is an isolated 
eigenvalue of H, . In this case we have 
((A -H(E))-%, w) = SW Se G&(x, 6;A, l) w(5) w(x) dt dx, Im X 2 0, E > 0, 
0 0 
where G&(x, 5; A, E) is the well-known Green’s function for this case 
(see, for example, [ll], for details). If e,ED(O, co) is suitably chosen, 
for example v with compact support, hen &(A, E, VJ) is analytically 
continuable through the negative half axis into the lower and upper 
half plane, respectively. Conditions l-7 are satisfied. B cause of 
GwlQo~3) = (- co, 00) we can choose o, A, < 0, E > 0 such that 
Im R-(X, E, U) > 0 holds for X = X, , and hence, for all’ h in a real 
neighborhood of A,. Then A, is unstable under the perturbation 
Ho -+ H(E) + EVA and the nonreal virtual pole may be calculated 
from (19). 
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